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Abstract 
We study the single-machine scheduling problem with release and delivery times in which the 
set of jobs to be scheduled consists of job families requiring a machine setup between two 
consecutively scheduled jobs from two different families. The setup time depends only on the 
family to be sequenced next, and the objective is to minimize the makespan. For the case where 
all the jobs of each family have to be scheduled contiguously, called the family sequencing 
problem, a generalization of the extended Jackson’s rule is introduced and its properties are 
analyzed. As a result, a branch and bound algorithm is developed which is capable of solving 
problem instances with hundreds of jobs in very short time. Results of computational experi- 
ments are reported. For the problem with families divisible into batches, several heuristics are 
proposed and analyzed. The general approach consists in successively applying one of the 
family sequencing algorithms, heuristic or exact, to the set of batches, each time modifying the 
current partition of families. Results of the worst-case analysis and computational experiments 
are shown. 
Keywords: Single-machine scheduling; Setup times; Batching; Branch and bound algorithm; 
Worst-case analysis 
1. Introduction 
This paper discusses the single-machine scheduling problem in which jobs are 
partitioned into families and a setup time is incurred on the machine whenever there is 
a switch from a job in one family to a job in another family. Although the importance 
of such type of scheduling models is commonly recognized in manufacturing engineer- 
ing, very little has been done in the area of approximation and exact algorithms for 
solving the scheduling problems of this class. More recently, Monma and Potts [9], 
and Potts and Van Wassenhove [12] have presented a survey of some results and 
classification of the scheduling and sequencing models involving the partition of jobs 
into families, the setup times and setup costs, and batching or lot-sizing. This paper 
follows [9,12] in that we extend a classic scheduling model to include families of jobs 
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and family setup times; the setup times are assumed to depend only on the family to be 
sequenced next. The classic problem addressed in this paper is the well-known 
sequencing problem in which each job has a release date, a processing time and 
a delivery time, and the objective is to find the sequence ofjobs minimizing the time at 
which last job is delivered (the makespan), see e.g., [2-8,10,11,13,18]. There are 
several reasons for studying this problem. First and foremost, it provides simple and 
elegant model for scheduling a bottleneck machine in various production environ- 
ments. It frequently arises in the theoretical context of computing lower bounds for 
flow shop and job shop problems, see, e.g., [l]. Lastly, the problem with release dates 
and delivery times is equivalent to that with release dates and due dates, which is 
encountered in many practical situations. The branch and bound algorithms to find 
an optimal solution to this NP-hard problem, which afford possibilities for solving the 
instances with hundreds of jobs in very short time, have been proposed in [2,3,16]. 
The approximation algorithms with the worst-case performance bounds of $ and 3 
have been provided by Potts [Ill and Hall and Shmoys [4]. 
In the presence of family setup times, the problem with release and delivery times 
becomes considerably more complex. We first deal with the special case where all jobs 
of a family must be processed contiguously. Scheduling problems satisfying this 
assumption are encountered in production systems where the group technology 
concepts are applied. According to these concepts, economies in production are 
realized by defining the job families based upon similarity in processing, and then by 
contiguous processing of particular families. The savings occur largely as a result of 
reduced setup costs and setup times. Scheduling problems under the group technology 
assumption, in the sequel called the family scheduling problems, have been studied in 
[14] for the two machine flow shop, and in [12,17] for minimizing the maximum 
lateness and total weighted completion time in the one-machine model. In this paper, 
we first analyze a heuristic approach in which the extended Jackson’s rule [ll, 131 is 
applied to sequencing the jobs within families and simultaneously, to sequencing the 
families, treated as suitably defined composite jobs. The generalized Jackson’s rule 
exhibit elimination properties similar to those described in [2,11], and as a result, we 
use it as the basis for the design of branch and bound algorithm, a generalization of 
Carlier’s procedure [2]. Computational experiments show that the algorithm is 
capable of solving problem instances with hundreds of jobs in very short time. 
We then discuss the general problem, in which the group technology assumption is 
abandoned. Since in this case each feasible sequence determines both a schedule and 
a partition of families into batches, the general problem combines batching with 
scheduling. We propose an approximation algorithm that alternates batch scheduling 
with splitting the families into batches. In the former stage, the generalized Jackson’s 
rule, designed for solving the family scheduling problem, is applied to a set of batches, 
and in the latter, the current set of batches is modified by removing a job from batch 
that belongs to critical sequence (path) and creating a new batch or shifting the job 
to other batch of the same family [17]. This procedure, whose worst-case perfor- 
mance ratio is evaluated, is the basis of further heuristics proposed in this paper. 
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Computational experiments reveal that they provide satisfactory solutions to problem 
instances with hundreds of jobs in a reasonable time. 
One might wonder whether an optimal family sequence could be a good solution in 
the general case. To demonstrate that this is not, we show that the minimum 
makespan in the family scheduling problem is no more than three times the minimum 
makespan in the general case, and that this bound is tight. 
The related problems with setup times are discussed in [15, IS]. 
Section 2 provides a detailed formulation of the problem, a notation, definitions 
and presents ome preliminary results. In Section 3, we present he generalization of 
Jackson’s rule to the family sequencing problem, and show its properties. In Section 4, 
the branch an bound algorithm for the family sequencing problem is described and 
results of computational experiments are reported. Section 5 is devoted to the study of 
approximation algorithms for the general problem. Results of the worst-case analysis 
of a basic heuristic are shown and an outcome of computational experiments carried 
out for other approximation algorithms is given. 
2. Problem formulation and preliminaries 
There are n jobs, identified by the integers from the set J = { 1,2, . . , n}, which are to 
be processed on a single machine. Each job j becomes available for processing at 
a release date rj 3 0, requires a processing time pj > 0 on the machine and has 
a subsequent delivery time qj > 0. Let Cj denote the completion time of job j on the 
machine, then Cj + qj is the time at which job j is delivered. Preemption is not 
permitted, and at any time, the machine can execute at most one job. The set of jobs 
J is partitioned into B subsets Ii, . . ,ZB, called families; F = (1, . . . , B} is the set of 
family indices and nb, the number of jobs in family Ib. A setup time sb > 0 is associated 
with each family lb, which have to be respected in a feasible schedule as follows: 
whenever either job j in family Ib is processed first on the machine or a job from other 
family is processed immediately before j, the processing of job j must be preceded by 
an idle time of length at least sh. It is convenient o regard setup times as processing 
times of setup jobs. Under this interpretation, each job must immediately follow either 
another job of its family or the setup job appropriate for its family. It is assumed that 
a setup can begin before the corresponding jobs are available. In the family sequencing 
variant of the problem, it is additionally assumed that jobs of each family must be 
sequenced contiguously. The problem is to find a feasible sequence of jobs which 
minimizes the time maxj,,(Cj + qj) by which all jobs are delivered (the makespan). 
To define formally the objective function and the sets of feasible sequences, we need 
some further notation. If a,,$ . . . ,y are sequences, then (a,fl, . . . ,y) represents the 
concatenation of these sequences. If a is sequence and (i) is a sequence consisting of 
a single job i, then (CL, i) denotes their concatenation. Let n be the set of all permuta- 
tions of J. Sequence n E Il determines aprocessing order of jobs; n(i), 1 d i d n, is the 
ith job in sequence n. For 7c E ll, the earliest ime C(X) by which all jobs are delivered is 
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given by the formula 
C(n) = max 
[ 
r27(,l) + Plr(i,) + 2 (Sri,,, + Pn(i)) + 4n(l,) 3 
O<i,<l,<n r=i,+l 1 (1) 
where 
_ $0) s 0 is the index of fictitious job with r0 = p0 = q. = 0, belonging to the 
fictitious family I, with so = 0, 
_ gn,i is defined for rc E L’ and 1 < i < n as follows: gn,i = 0, if rc(i - 1) and rc(i) belong 
to the same family; gn,i = sb, if ?r(i - 1) E I,, rc(i) E lb and a # b, 
- by convention, ck=, xh = 0 if k > 1. 
When the order rt is chosen, it is easy to compute an earliest schedule for which the 
delivery time of all jobs is given by (1). In the family sequencing problem, rc can be 
written as rc = (n,,,,, . . . , 7cdcBj), where r6b is a permutation of Ib, b E F, and 4, a permu- 
tation of F. By nb(i), 1 6 i d nb, and 4(i), 1 < i d B, we denote the ith job in nb and the 
ith family in $, respectively. We shall refer to $ and 4 as the intrufumily sequence and 
the interfamily sequence, respectively. Let nb and @ be the set of all intrafamily 
sequences of jobs from Ib, and the set of all interfamily sequences, respectively. Then 
the set of all family sequences is given by 
Clearly, L7’ c II. 
We now define the two problems which are discussed in this paper. The (general)job 
sequencing problem is to find rr* E II minimizing C on the set II, and the family 
sequencing problem consists in finding rc* E II’ which minimizes C on ILlI. In the former 
case, we denote C* = (rc*), and in the latter, C* = C(rc*). 
Both the problems defined above are strongly NP-hard since they are generaliz- 
ations (B 3 1) of the single-machine sequencing problem with release dates and due 
dates (B = l), which is strongly NP-hard [S]. 
We now introduce further notation and present preliminary results. Given I’ c J, 
let Z(V) = {b E F: v n lb # 0); Z(V) is the set of families which have jobs in V. For 
V c J, we also define S(V) = 1 bsZ(VjSb7 p(v) = xjevPj> where s(@ = 0, PC(b) = 0. 
A partial sequence of jobs (rt(ui), ~(ui + l), . . . , n(u2)) such that 
C(n) = r,(,,) + Pxc~,) + ij (S7r.i + Pn(i)) + 4nb,) (2) 
1=u,+l 
is called a critical sequence of z If there is a choice, it is assumed that u1 is as small as 
possible. If 7~ = (rc40), . . . , r4CB) ) E IT, then a partial interfamily sequence ($(wl), 
+(wi + l), . . ..4(w.)) such that n(max(u,, l})~l+(,+,,) and ~c(u~)EI~(,,) is called 
a critical interfumily sequence of IL For a family sequence rc = (n,,,,, . . . , rcs&, we 
denote by k the position in rc of the last job of the intrafamily sequence Q(,,,~), and by 
1, the position in n of the first job of rc9(,+ That is, x(k) = n4CW1J(n~C,,,) and 
74) = r&,+,(l). 
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When n is a family sequence, wi = w2 implies that the critical sequence of rc does 
not contain any setup job and therefore (2) can be written as 
C(n) = r,(,,) + z Pn(j) + 4~(~,p 
j=u, 
We now show that when wi # w2, and certain additional conditions are satisfied, 
then C(rc) can be expressed by means of suitably defined composite jobs, and the 
expression is analogous to (3). To this end, define the following real-valued functions 
on O(V), the set of all permutations of I’ c J with 1 V( = v, 




r,(i) + C Pa(j) , 22(a) = max j=i 1 ISi~a $I P=(j) +Ya(i)]. [ 
When a is a sequence of jobs from the same family, W(a) is the completion time on the 
machine of the last job in this sequence. Under the assumption that all jobs of 
sequence M are available for processing at time zero, Z?(E) is the time by which all jobs 
of a are delivered. Here are some further properties of these functions. The following 
result may be proved using the adjacent jobs interchange technique; it is also known 
as Jackson’s rule [S]. 
Lemma 1. For V c J, if a’,~” E O(V) are arranged in accordance with nondecreasing 
rj, nonincreasmg qj, respectively, then for every a E O(V), .%?(a’) < .%?(a) and 
S(a”) d 2((a). 
Lemma 2. For V c J with I VI= v, let CC’, cl” E O(V) be arranged in accordance with 
nondecreasing rj, nonincreasing qj, respectively, and let 01 E O(V) be an arbitrary 
sequence. 
(i) Ifg(a) = r,(;) + Cr=ipacj) and r,(i) < r,(jjfor i <j < U, then S?(a) = ~(cx’). 
(ii) Zfs(~r) = cf=i Pa(j) + qa(i) and qa(i) < qa(j,for 1 d j < i, then I = _!~(Lx”). 
Proof. We give the proof only for assertion (i); the proof of (ii) is similar. It follows 
from the assumption B?(R) = r,(i) + CyZi pa(j) that 
i-l 
raCm) + 1 Pa(j) d I,(i) for 1 < m < i - 1. 
j=m 
Since pj > 0, the above inequalities imply rar(,,,) < r,(i) for 1 < m f i - 1, which, 
together with the assumption rmCi) < YE(j), i d j < u, yields {a’(i), . , d(u)} = 
{a(i), . . . ,a(~)} and ra,(i) = r,(i). Hence 
B(d) 3 r,,(i) + i p m(j) = r,(i) + f Pa(j) = B(a). 
j=i j=i 
On the other hand, by Lemma 1, %!(a’) 6 B(a). Thus 92(a) = B(a’). q 
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We shall associate with each family I,,, b E F, a composite job b with (family) release 
date Rb = max(93(n~) - P(I,) - sb,O}, (family) processing time Tb = P(I,) + sb, and 
(family) delivery time & = $(nl) - P(Ib), where r&,rcb E @(I,) are arranged in the 
order of nondecreasing rj, nonincreasing qj, respectively. 
The above quantities may be interpreted as follows. Suppose the jobs in I,, are to be 
processed contiguously, without idle times. Then Rb is the shortest possible time that 
has to elapse until the processing of the first job in zb can start, and Qb is the shortest 
possible time period between the completion of the last job in zb and the time by which 
all jobs in lb are delivered. 
Lemma 3. Let 71 = (Q(~), . . . , z@(B)) be a family sequence with critical sequence and 
critical interfamily sequence defined by ulru2 and wl, w2, respectively, and such that 
44 = ~g(,,)(n~(,,J and 41) = ~&l). 1. 
(i) w1 # w2, and 
(ii) r’a(ul) d rn(i)for u1 6 i 6 k and q,+,) 6 qn(i)for 1 < i d 4, 
then 
II’) 
C(n) = &CM,,) + 1 T,(j) + Q$(w,). (4) 
j = ,v, 
Proof. By(l), (2) and the definition of 9, r,(,,,, + If= uI prci, = B(z~(,,,). This, together 
with assumption (ii) and Lemma 2(i), yields S%‘(~C~(,,,~)) = .93(rr&,,) where r&,,,) E Ii’,,,,, 
is arranged in the order of nondecreasing rj, 
Again, by (l), (2) and the definition of 9, CrLl pn(i) + qzC,,,, = Z!(IQ,~,~,). This and 
assumption (ii) yield, by Lemma 2(ii), Z!(n,,,J = Z?(n$~,l,), where r&1) E IZ,,,2, is 
arranged in accordance with nonincreasing qj. 
Under the assumption w1 # w2, (2) can be rewritten as follows, C(n) = rrCu,) + 
IX,“= U, Pn(i) + If::+, (gn,i + Pz(i)) + s@(w,) + Crilpn(i) + qn(U,) = g(rb(,,)) - T,,,,,+ 
Cl“: n,, T,(j) - T+,,J + Q(N,J + 2?(?‘~~(,.~)) which, by the definition of Rb and Qb, 
yields (4). 0 
We now show lower bounds on the minimum value of the objective function C. 
Lemma 4. For every W c F such that 1 W 1 > 1, 
C* k minR, + c Tb + mine, = H’(W). 
bsW bcW bEW 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary family sequence rr = (r~~(r,, . . . , ngcBj) E Zi” and a subset 
of families W c F with I WI > 1. Let (4(j,),$~(j,), . . ..4(j.)) be the subsequence of 
families belonging to W, arranged in the order they occur in rc, and let 
6 = (6(l), . . ..&w)) = (7cn,,j,), . . . , n,,,,), where w is the total number of jobs in families 
contained in W; we assume that 6(O) = 0. Denote a = &jr) and c = &j,), and define 
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n’ E Il, and x” E IZ, to be sequences of jobs ordered in accordance with nondecreasing 
rj and nonincreasing qj, respectively. We have 
4 
C(4 = max Cr,,,I) + PNi,) + 1 (S7z.i + P=(i)) + 4n(r,)l 0411<12$11 t=r,+l 
2 max C~,t,Ij + PSCr,) + f klS,i + Pa(i)) + 4S(,,)l 
O<i,<lz$n l=E,+l 
n,, m-l 
3 max Lrdo,) + Pii + C (S6.i + PS(i))l + 1 (S~(,i~ + P(I+,,,J) 
O<i, <n,, i=i,+l i=2 
+ s, + max 
[ 
i Pa(i) + %(i,) 
M.--q+l<-I><H i=n-n,+l 1 
= max{g(rr,), s, + P(I,)} - s, - p(&z) + 1 Tb + %k) - p(Ic) 
bsW 
2 max{W(nL), s, + P&J} - S, - P(z,) + 1 Tb + 2(7C:) - p(I,) 
bsW 
=Ra+ 1 Tb+Q,>minRb+ 1 Tb+minQb, 
bsW bsW bsW hew 
where the second inequality holds when 1 W 1 > 1, and the third one follows 
from Lemma 1. Since the obtained inequality is valid for any z E l7’, it is also valid 
for TC*. q 
It is easily seen that the assumption ( W 1 > 1 in Lemma 4 is crucial for validity of the 
lower bound. Indeed, consider the following instance: II = 2, B = 1, s1 = 0, rl = 0, 
p1 = l,q, = L,rz = L,p, = l,q, = 0,whereL > l.Dataofthecompositejob 1 areas 
follows: RI = L - 1, T1 = 2, Q1 = L - 1. As a result, we get C* = L + 1 < 2L 
= RI + T1 + Q1. 
Lemma 5. For every V c J, 
C* > C* 2 min[max(rj - S({j}),O}] + P(V) + S(V) + minqj = H(V). 
jfV jeV 
Proof. The proof is straightforward. 0 
We now introduce notation concerning the precedence constraints. Even if the 
precedence constraints are not imposed on the execution of jobs and families, they will 
be useful in the theoretical context for construction and analysis of the branch and 
bound algorithm. Let rb, b E F, (r,) be a binary relation on lb (F) which must be res- 
pected in the execution of the jobs from zb (families from F) as follows: if irb j (aTo b), 
then the execution of job i (family a) must be completed before the execution of job 
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j (family b) can begin; we also use the equivalent notation: (i, j) E rb, (a, 6) E TO. Thus 
the precedence constraints in the considered problem are determined by the (B + l)- 
tupleT=(TO,T1,..., TB), where To defines precedence constraints for the interfamily 
sequence 4, and rb, b E F, for the intrafamily sequence n6. 
3. Extended Jackson’s rule for the family sequencing problem 
The extended Jackson’s rule (EJR), or Schrage’s heuristic [i 1,131 for the standard 
single-machine sequencing problem with release dates and delivery times may be 
stated as follows: whenever the machine is idle and there are jobs available for 
processing, schedule an available job with the longest delivery time. Due to its nice 
analytical properties, the EJR heuristic is the basis of other algorithms, heuristic and 
exact. Amongst them are the heuristic of Hall and Shmoys [4] with the worst-case 
performance ratio of 3 and Carlier’s branch and bound algorithm [2], one of the most 
powerful enumerative procedures for this problem. We will now state a generalized 
version of EJR for the family sequencing problem and analyze its properties. The 
generalized rule consists in applying EJR separately to jobs, for finding the intrafamily 
sequences, and to families, treated as composite jobs, for determining the interfamily 
sequence. Therefore we call it the composition of extended Jackson’s rules (CEJR). To 
begin with let us rewrite EJR as the following procedure. 
Procedure EJR( I/, t, a) 
(* Input: V - the set ofjobs to be sequenced, t - the earliest starting time of the jobs from 
V, CI - the initial sequence of jobs; 
Output: t - the completion time of the last sequenced job, u - the concatenation of the 
initial sequence and the sequence of jobs from V * > 
while V # 8 do 
t := max{t,minj,Vrj>; 
choose i such that qi = max(qj: j E V and rj < t}; 
u := (a, i); 
v:= V\(i); 
t:= t +pi; 
Algorithm CEJR is now described. 
Algorithm CEJR 
{* Initialization *> W := F; t := 0; u := 8; 
while W # 0 do 
z := max{ t, minbsW Rb}; 
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choose a such that Qa = max{ Qb: b E W and Rb < z} ;
t := t + s,; 
EJW,, 4 4; 
w := W\(a); 
The key role in analysis of EJR, in the standard problem, the interference job plays, 
[ll]; the first job (if any) encountered when traversing a critical sequence backwards 
with delivery time less than that of the last job of a critical sequence. We extend this 
concept to the family sequencing problem in the following way. Job z(c) is an 
interference job of sequence IZ E II’, if 
(i) max(ul,l} f c < u2, where n(l) = ngc,&l) (n(c) belongs to the last family of the 
critical interfamily sequence), and 
(ii) 4+) < off and qn(i) >, q+) for c + 1 d i d ~2. 
Family 4(e) is an interferencefamily of sequence 71 E n’, if 
(i) w1 d e < w2, and 
(ii) QQce) < Q9cn,j and Q@(i) b Q~w fore+lgidw,. 
In what follows, we show properties of a family sequence generated by CEJR; some 
of them are analogous to those established by Potts [ll] and Carlier [2] for the 
standard problem. 
Lemma 6. lfafamily sequence 7c = (Q,,, . . , Q(~)) generated by CEJR has no interfer- 
ence job and satisjies the condition w1 # w2, then C(n) is given by (4). 
Proof. It follows from (l),(2) and the fact that u1 is as small as possible that either 
u1 = 0 or the machine is idle immediately prior to processing job z(ur). In either case 
we obtain, by the description of CEJR and EJR, that r,(,,) d r,(i) for u1 < i < k. On the 
other hand, since 7t has no interference job, qn,u21 d qn(,) for 1 d i f u2. Thus the 
assumptions of Lemma 3 are satisfied and in consequence, (4) is valid in the considered 
case. n 
Lemma 7. Let n = (7~#~,,, . . . rctitB,) be a sequence generated by CEJR. Then 
Proof. Again, as u1 is as small as possible, either u1 = 0 or the machine is idle 
immediately prior to processing job n(ul). In the first case, it is clear that RO(,I, = 0 
which, by the nonnegativity of family release dates, immediately yields the desired 
inequality. Consider the second case. If w1 > 1, define t to be completion time of the 
last job of n+, _ 1) in schedule 71, and if w1 = 1, set t = 0. Denote by m and k the 
positions in 7~ of the first and last job, respectively, of n+,,,.,. Further, let &w,) E n,,,,,,, 
be the sequence of jobs ordered in accordance with nondecreasing rj. Since the 
machine is idle immediately prior to processing job n(ur), r,(,,) d r,(,) for u1 < i < k 
and t < r,(,,) - Q(,.,) - CrL,‘Pz(ij = W(Q,,)) - T+,,,, = ~(~&,)J - Tot,,) = R+,,.,,; the 
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second equality follows from Lemma 2. By the description of CEJR, inequality 
t < R$,,.l, yields R++,,.1, < &,,, for i 3 wl. 0 
Theorem 1. Let TC = (TC~(~), . . . , TQ,(~,) be u sequence generated by CEJR. 
(i) If there exists an interference job z(c), then C(n) - c* < C(n) - C* < pncCj. 
(ii) If there exists no interference job and there exists an interferencefamily 4(e) such 
that e < w2 - 1, then C(n) - C* < Tg(,,. 
(iii) If there exist no interference job and no interference family, then C(z) = C’*. 
Proof. (i) By the definition of an interference job, qn(,,,, < qn(i) for c + 1 < i 6 u2. Let 
t be the starting time of job n(c) in schedule 71. Then it follows from the description of 
EJR that t < rzciJ for c + 1 < i < u2. Consequently, by Lemma 5, C* 2 C* > t + 
CT:,+ 1 PnCi) + 4n(u21. This and the equality C(n) = t + pncCj + Crf_c+l Pn(i) + qRcUI) give 
C(n) - c* 6 C(n) - c* < &@). 
(ii) By the definition of an interference family, Q$,,,.,, < Qg(i) for e + 1 6 i < w2, and 
w1 # w2. Let t be defined as follows: in the case where e > wi, t is the completion time, 
in schedule rr, of the last job in the intrafamily sequence rcg(,-i); when wi = e, set 
t = Rb,,,,. Then it follows from the construction of rc that t < Rg,ij for e + 1 < i d w2. 
Setting W = {4(e + l), . . . , $(wz)} in L emma 4, where ( W 1 > 1 by the assumption 
e < w2 - 1, we get the inequality C* > t + CT’:,+, T4(i, + Q4(,+,. Since 7~ has no 
interference job and satisfies the condition w1 # w2, it follows from Lemma 6 that 
C(n) has the form (4). In particular, C(rc) = t + T+b(ej + cr:,+l T$cij + Qecfi.,,. Thus 
C(n) - c* < T,#+). 
(iii) Assume first that w1 = w2. Repeating the arguments from the proof of Lemma 
6, we obtain r,,,,) < rz(i) for ~1 d i ,< u2. On the other hand, qn(,,,) ,< qn(i) for 
u1 bldU2, as there exists no interference job of II. Setting I/ = {z(ui), . . , 7c(u2)) in 
Lemma 5, we get C* > rncU,) + 1;: u, pn(j) + qncu,), Since wi = w2, C(rc) is given by (3) 
which, together with the previous inequality, yields C(z) = C*. 
Suppose w1 # ~2. By the definition of an interference family, Q#cW1, < Qbci) for 
w1 d 1 d w2, and by Lemma 7, R+,) < RgcrJ for w1 < i < w2. Thus setting 
w = {$(W), ..‘,4+2,> . L m emma 4, where I W ( > 1 by the assumption wl # w2, we 
get C* 2 &w,) + 2,“: Wl T+(j) + Qm,p B Y Lemma 6, C(rc) is equal to the right-hand 
side of this inequality, and therefore C(rc) = C*. 0 
Theorem 2. Let z = (Q(~), . . . , TC+(~)) be a sequence generated by CEJR. 
(i) If 71 has an interference job IT(C), then there exists an optimal sequence where rt(c) 
either precedes or follows all jobs in the set (z(c + I), z(c + 2), . . . , n(u2)> s K. 
(ii) If n has no interference job and has an interferencefamily 4(e), then there exists an 
optimal sequence where 4(e) either precedes or succeeds allfamilies in the set {&e + l), 
f$(e t 2), . . . , $(w2)} s K’. 
Proof. (i) By the properties of K given in the proof of Theorem l(i), any sequence of 
jobs /I E ZZ’ in which n(c) does not precede and does not succeed all jobs in K satisfies 
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the inequality C(p) > t + pncc) + C?,+1 pz(i) + q,+,,) = C(n). Thus no such sequence 
can be optimal. 
(ii) Analogously, from the properties of K’ given in the proof of Theorem 2(ii), it 
follows that any sequence of jobs /3 E n’ in which 4(e) does not precede and does not 
succeed all families in K’ satisfies the inequality C(p) > t + Tdcej + Cy:,+ 1 
T+(i) + Qscw,,, = C(n). Therefore no sequence satisfying the above conditions can be 
optimal. IJ 
Similarly to the standard problem, it is easy to see that in the presence of precedence 
constraints r, the properties shown in Theorems 1 and 2 still hold if the precedence 
constraints are implemented by a suitable updating of job and family release dates and 
delivery times. This may be done in much the same way as in the standard case. 
We have thus shown that the properties established by Potts [l l] and Carlier [2] 
for the standard problem extend, in a way, to the family sequencing problem. Some of 
these generalized properties hold under additional assumptions, namely, the lower 
bound expressed by means of composite jobs, Lemma 4, is valid only for subsets 
W containing more than one family. In consequence, the inequality of Theorem 1 (ii) 
holds in the case where set (+(e + l), . . . , +(wz)} has the cardinal number greater 
than one. For this reason, straightforward generalization of the well-known Potts’ 
[l l] as well as Hall and Shmoys’ [4] analysis is not possible. However, some simple 
result concerning the worst-case behavior of CEJR follows immediately from The- 
orem 1. Denote by CA the value of the objective function when Algorithm A is applied. 
Corollary 1. For every problem instance, 
CCEIRI~‘* d 2, 
and this bound is the best possible. 
Proof. The inequality is obvious in each of the three cases considered in Theorem 1. 
In the remaining case, that is when there exists no interference job, there exists 
an interference family and e = w2 - 1, we proceed as follows. By Lemma 6, C(n) 
is given by (4), and by Lemmas 7 and 4, C* 3 R+,,,, + C,Yi,,T+,j,. This yields _ 
C(X) - C* < Q6c,v2, < C*. 
The following example shows that the bound is tight. Let n = 3, B = 2, I, = {l}, 
Z2={2,3},s~=s2=O,r~=L-2,p~=1,q~=O,r2=O,p2=1,q2=L,r~=L, 
p3 = 1, q3 = 0, where L > 1. Data of the composite jobs 1 and 2 are as follows: 
R1=L-2,T1=2,Q1=0,andR2=L-1,T2=2,Q2=L-1.Asaresult,CEJR 
generates equence (1,2,3) with CcEIR = 2L, while optimal sequence (2,3,1) has the 
makespan C * = L + 2. Thus Cc&c* can be arbitrarily close to 2 as L tends to 
infinity. 0 
The principle significance of the above results is that they allow one to extend the 
branch and bound approach of Carlier to the family sequencing problem. 
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4. Branch and bound algorithm 
In this section a complete description of the branch and bound algorithm for the 
family sequencing problem, a generalization of Carlier’s procedure [2], is given and 
computational results are shown. 
4. I. The branching rule 
Let Y(T) be a set of family sequences atisfying the precedence constraints r; for 
r = 8, Y(T) = l7’. We associate with each node i of the search tree a subproblem with 
a set of feasible sequences Y(ri) and a lower bound LBi on min{C(n): n E Y(r’)}. 
Initially, in the root of the search tree, the precedence constraints are given by r”, 
where r” = 8, or r” defines the original precedence constraints of the problem. The 
current set of active nodes is denoted by N. Suppose node i E N is chosen for analysis. 
Then, a heuristic solution rc of subproblem i is generated with the use of CEJR; the 
precedence constraints are handled by suitable updating of the job and family release 
dates and delivery times. Branching consists in adding to r’ new precedence con- 
straints, and depends on whether n has an interference job or not. Let us set c = 0, if 
rc has no interference job, and e = 0, if rc has no interference family. The current node 
i is replaced by (branched into) nodes x and y with the sets of feasible sequences Y(rx) 
and Y(ry), respectively, in accordance with the following rule; recall that 
K = {x(c + 1) rc(c + 2), . . . ,n(u2)} and K’ = {+(e + l), &e + 2), . . . ,$(w~)}. 
If c # 0, then in Y(rx), job n(c) has to be processed before all jobs in K, that is 
r&,.,, = r&.2,u { (n(c),j): j E Kj, and in Y(ry), job n(c) has to be processed after all 
jobs in K, that is r$(M1) = rktlV2, u { (j, n(c)): .j E K}. The interfamily precedence con- 
straints and the other intrafamily precedence relations in x and y remain the same as 
in problem i. 
If c = 0 and e # 0, then ri = rhu{(q5(e),b): bE K’) and rg = rhu{(b,$(e)): 
b E K’}. The intrafamily precedence relations in x and y are the same as in problem i. 
By Theorem 2, an optimal solution to subproblem i belongs to Y(rx)u Y(P) and 
therefore the set of feasible sequences Y(ri)\[ Y(T”)u Y(ry)] may be eliminated. 
If c = 0 and e = 0, then it follows from Theorem l(iii), that rc is optimal for 
subproblem i. In this case, node i is discarded (is not branched). Furthermore, if 
C(rc) d LB, and node i has the smallest lower bound on the set N, then rc is an optimal 
solution to the original problem. 
4.2. Updating 
The precedence constraints are implemented through suitable updating of job and 
family release dates and delivery times, applying the technique introduced in [7]. 
The original precedence constraints r = (r,, rl, . . , r,) are enforced as follows. In 
the first phase, job release dates and delivery times in each family Ib are updated by 
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setting 
rj I= max 
i 
rj, min ri + C pi, ,tIlIl; (ri + pi) 
I 
, 
b.j) t rh (i.,)trh ‘. h 
qi ‘= max qi> ,,y$, 4.i + 
i 3 
C Pj, ,yzF, (Pj + qj) , 
(1.1) E rh ’ I 
and then, in the second phase, we update family release dates and delivery times: 
Rh := max Rh, min R, + 1 T,, max (R, + T,) 
(0. b) t To lo.h)t i-o (a.hl E f-,I 
Qa := max Q., min Qb + 1 T,, max (Tb + Qb) 
(a, h) E To (ii. h) E To (a. h) E I,, 
(f-5) 
In each of the two new subproblems created, the precedence constraints are 
implemented as follows: 
Precedence relations ((n(c),j): j E K} and ((j, z(c)): j E K} are enforced by setting 
qncc) := C Pj + qncu,) and rnccj := yEkrj + C Pj, (7) 
jcK jsK 
respectively. Whenever qncc) (r,(,)) is updated, th en the delivery time (release date) of 
each job that, according to T,+,,, precedes (succeeds) n(c) is adjusted by applying the 
rule: if qj (ri) has been enlarged and (i,j) E rh, then set 
qi:= IllaX{qi,pj +  qj} (Vj:= lKiX{rj,ri +  pi}). (8) 
Further, whenever Q+(w21 (R,,,,.J increases, as a result of delivery time (release date) 
adjustments made in the previous phase, then the delivery time (release date) of each 
family that, according to To, precedes (succeeds) +(w2) is updated by applying the 
rule: if Qh (R,) has been enlarged and (a, b) E To, then set 
Q, := max{Q,, T, + Qb} (Rb := max{R,, R, + T,}). (9) 
Similarly, precedence relations {(4(e), b): b E K’} and {(b, 4(e)): b E K’} are imple- 
mented by putting 
Q r/J(e) := c TI, + Q~(n,) and &,, := 2$Rb + ,& Tb, (10) 
hsK’ 
respectively. Every time that Q 4(e) (R,,,,) is updated, then the delivery time (release 
date) of each family that, according to To, precedes (succeeds) d(e) is adjusted by 
applying (9). 
After updating Qb (Rb) with the use of (6), (9) or (lo), the delivery times (release dates) 
of jobs belonging to Ib are adjusted by setting 
qj := max(qj, Qb} (rj := max{rj, R,)), (11) 
and then, to maintain the precedence constraints r*, by applying the rule (8). 
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4.3. Lower bounds 
The algorithm uses lower bounds H(V), for V = K, Ku {IT(C)}, and H’(W) for 
W = K’, K’u {4(e)}, defined in Lemmas 4 and 5. In fact, since the latter lower bound 
is valid only when W has more than one element, we apply in node i lower bound LB; 
defined as follows: 
LB: = H’(K’) for (K’I > 1; 
LBI =max{H’((~(w,),...,~(w~)}), H’({4(w2),...,d@)}), H’(F)) for WI= 1, 
w2 < B; 
LB: = max(H’({+(wi), . . . ,$(w,)}), R,,,,, + T9(,+), H’(F)) for IK’I = 1, w2 = B. 
4.4. A detailed description 
Algorithm GC 
(* Initialization *) N:= (0); LB0 := 0; UB := CO ; if r # 8, update rj,qj, Rb, Qb by 
applying (3 (6) (11) and (8); 
repeat 
find node i in N with the smallest lower bound LBi; determine n by 
applying CEJR to subproblem i; compute C(z), c, K, e, K’; 
set UB := min{ UB, C(X)}, N := N\(i); 
ifc#O 
then 
compute LB := max{LBI,H(K)); determine two new nodes x and y by 
adding to &,,, the precedence constraints {(n(c), j): j E K} and {(j, z(c)): 
j E K}, respectively; for each new node z E {x, y}: update the release dates and 
delivery times of jobs in Z8(W2, according to (7) and (8), compute lower bound 
LB, := max{LB,H(Ku{~(c)})) and if LB, < UB, then: determine new 
R$,,.,, and Q9c,,.,), update the family release and delivery times by using (9), (11) 
and (8) add z to N 
else if e = 0 and C(n) < LBi 
then exit (* TC is an optimal schedule *} 
else if e # 0 
then 
compute LB := max{LBi, LB:}; determine two new nodes x and y by 
adding to Z$, the precedence constraints ((4(e), b): b E K’} and {(b, 4(e)): 
b E K’}, respectively; for each node z E (3,~): update R6(,, and Qbce) in 
accordance with (lo), determine LB, := max{LB, H’(K’u {b(e)})} and if 
LB, < UB, then: update the family release and delivery times by using 
(9), (11) and (8), add z to N 
until N = 8; 
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4.5. Computational results 
Algorithm GC was tested computationally on a set of problem instances with yl and 
B ranging from 20 to 400 and from 4 to 40, respectively. A test problem with n jobs 
and B families was given by 3n + 2B integer data: Tj, pj, qj for 1 < j < n, and sb, nh for 
1 < b < B. The data rj, pj, qj and sb were generated from discrete uniform distribution 
between 1 and rmax, pmax, qmax and s,,,, respectively, while nb were equal to n/B for all 
b. For each n E { 20,100,200,400}, 540 test problems were generated, 10 test problems 
for each set of parameters pmax, r,,,, qmax, s,,,, B, where pmax = 50, rmax, qmax = Ip,,, 
for I E (2, n, 2n}, s,,%, = ~p,,,~,: for K E {0.5,1,2}, and B E {n/5, n/10}. 
Computational results are shown in Table 1. It was assumed in the experiment hat 
algorithm GC was stopped whenever the number of generated nodes in the search tree 
exceeded 100. In such cases the relative deviation of the best solution UB obtained 
within 100 generated nodes from an optimal solution was evaluated as follows. Let 
N be the set of nodes obtained after including the last generated node, and let 
LB’ = minj,,LBj. Then, it can easily be verified that LB’ d c*, and 
(UB - c*)/C* < (UB - LB’)/LB’. As it can be seen in Table 1, in the worst case the 
best solution obtained in the abandoned computation deviates from the optimum by 
2.18%. This is an important characteristic of the algorithm, for if we place a time or 
memory limit on computations, it becomes an approximate algorithm of high accu- 
racy. Furthermore, since the deviation of the currently best feasible solution from the 
optimum can easily be calculated, there is possibility of terminating the computation 
whenever this deviation drops beneath a priori assumed level. 
The hardest instances were those with rmax and qmax determined by I = n, 2n. Thus 
given n, 240 out of 540 test problems were hard. The data structure assumed in the 
experiment appeared to be especially difficult when n = 200. Table 2 shows the 
examples of extremely different performances of our algorithm for this number of jobs. 
Table 1 
Results of the computational experiment for algorithm GC” 
n ATPN Problems solved Unsolved problems, 
within 100 nodes within 100 nodes 
AN MXN NTP MXD (%) 
20 0.004 4 98 10 0.79 
100 0.035 4 97 24 2.18 
200 0.124 4 95 58 1.50 
400 0.412 2 47 0 _ 
a ATPN: average computation time per node, in CPU seconds on PC 
AT 386DX; AN and MXN: average and maximum, respectively, num- 
ber of nodes in the test problems solved within 100 generated nodes; 
NTP: number of unsolved test problems, within 100 nodes; MXD: 
maximum value of (UB - LB’)/LB’ over the set of unsolved test prob- 
lems; each row represents 540 test problems. 
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Table 2 
Results of the computational experiment for algorithm CC. Influence of I,,,~%, q ,,, sm_; 
chosen examples for n = 200” 
r msx 4 max s mar Number Problems solved Unsolved problems, 
of families within 100 nodes within 100 nodes 
B 
1 li AN MXN NTP MXD (%) 
2 2 0.5 40 1 1 0 
2 2 1 40 1 I 0 _ 
2 2 2 40 1 1 0 _ 
n 2 0.5 40 1 1 0 _ 
n 2 1 40 1 1 0 _ 
n 2 2 40 1 1 0 
2n n 0.5 40 18 61 2 0.23 
2n n 1 40 23 70 3 0.47 
2n n 2 40 22 72 4 0.50 
2n n 0.5 20 II 27 2 0.36 
2n n 1 20 2 13 0 _ 
2n n 2 20 4 15 0 
a Each row represents 10 test problems. See footnote to Table 1. 
For n = 200, the average number of nodes in the search tree for the group of hard 
problems was 7, while for the remaining instances it was almost one. All the unsolved 
problems belonged to this hard group, for all II. The influence of s,,, and B was not so 
meaningful as that of rmax and qmax, at least for the assumed range of these parameters. 
Nevertheless, computational results indicate that the average number of nodes in the 
search tree is largest for s,,, = pmax, Also, the test problems with B = n/5 are more 
difficult than those with B = n/10. Notice that for the extreme values of B, that is for 
B = 1 or B = n, the algorithm behaves in the same way as the original branch and 
bound algorithm of Carlier [2] in the classic problem; in the latter case H’(W) is 
a lower bound even for (W( = 1. 
5. The job sequencing problem 
In this section we abandon the group technology assumption that all jobs of 
a family have to be scheduled contiguously, and confine discussion to the design and 
analysis of approximation algorithms. The (general) job sequencing problem which 
does not obey this assumption is substantially more difficult. 
We will need the following notation. A maximal subset of jobs from the same family 
which have to be sequenced contiguously will be called a batch. Suppose families are 
partitioned into v (v 3 B) batches L,, . . . , L,. With respect o {L,, . . . , L,}, we will use 
the notation introduced previously for the set of families F. In particular, 
71 = (r$o,, . ..> z+(,,) is a batch sequence with an interbatch sequence I$ and intrabatch 
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sequences 71g(i), 1 Q i < v. Additionally, we set Fj = max{rj - S( {j}),O} and call fj an 
eflective release date of job j. 
The first result we present shows that if we ignore setup times and apply EJR to the 
job sequencing problem, then the schedule obtained can be arbitrarily bad. Consider 
the following problem instance: n = 29 B = 2, rij = rzj = 0, plj = pzj = 28, 
qij = (2j - I)&, q2j = (2j - 2)&, j = 1, . . . , m, s1 = s2 = 1, where the pair of indices (b,j) 
denotes the jth job of family 6, and E > 0. Algorithm EJR generates equence 
((l,m),(2,n4(1,~ - 1),(2,m - l), ... ,(I, 1),(2,1)) 
which gives CEJR = n + 2m. An optimal sequence has the form of 
((l,m),(l,m- 1),...,(1,1),(2,m),(2,m - 1),...,(2,1)), 
and C* = 2 + 2ne. Thus CsJR/C* can be arbitrarily close to n/2 as E tends to 0. 
Better solutions, with the worst-case performance bound of 3, are provided by 
the heuristics which generate family sequences. Indeed, if 7t E ll’, then C* >, pn(,,,) + 
CT’=,,, + 1 (gn,i + pn(i,) which, combined with (2), yields C(z) - C* < r,,,,, + qn(,,,) Q 2C*. 
The following example shows that this bound is tight. Let n = 3B, sb = 1 and rbl = 0, 
rb2 = 0, rb3 = B2 + B - 1, P(,l = 1, pb2 = B, pb3 = 1, qbl = B2 + B - 1, qb2 = 0, 
&,3 = 0, for b = 1, . . . , B. It is easily seen that 
((l,l),(I,2),(1,3), . . . ,(B, l),(B,2),(B,3)) 
is optimal on the set n’, and C* = 3B2 + 3B - 5. On the other hand, sequence 
((1>3),(2,3),...,(B>3)>(B,2),(B- 1,2),...,(1,2),(1,1),(2,I),...,(B,l)) 
yields C’ = B2 + 5B - 2 and as a result, we get C*/C* 2 C*jC’ + 3 as B --f co. In 
view of the previous result, this means that in the worst case the makespan of an 
optimal family sequence is three times greater than minimum makespan in the job 
sequencing problem. Thus we cannot expect a heuristic generating family sequences to 
have the worst-case performance ratio less than three. 
We now present heuristics which partition families into limited number of batches 
and find batch sequences by applying one of the techniques, heuristic or exact, 
designed for solving the family sequencing problem; in the latter phase, batches play 
role of families. The main idea of this approach is to apply a family (batch) sequencing 
algorithm successively, each time modifying the current set of batches by removing 
a job from batch that belongs to critical sequence and creating a new batch or shifting 
the job to other batch of the same family. It is assumed that job to be removed has the 
smallest effective release date on a critical sequence, and that each family may be 
partitioned into at most two batches. The latter assumption is made in order to avoid 
an excessive growth of the number of batches, which is crucial to further analysis, and 
the former is motivated by the intuition: a job which satisfies this condition, and 
consequently, a batch containing this job, has more chances of being scheduled 
outside a critical sequence. 
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Procedure A described below is the basis of all further heuristics. In the sequel, we 
associate with each family Ib two disjoint subsets (batches) Mb and Xb such that 
Zb = MbuXb, and write W = UT’:,, L4,ij for the critical interbatch sequence 
(&wi), . . . , +(w2)) of n. By convention, I0 is a family with job 0. 
Algorithm A 
{* Initialization *} set Mb := Zb and Xb := 8 for 0 < b < B; set CA := co ; x := 0; 
a := 0 
repeat 
delete x from M, and add it to X,; 
define V to be the set of all nonempty batches of type Mb and Xb, 1 < b < B; 
find rc = (I, . . . , nbcoJ by applying CEJR to the set of batches Y; 
determine C(rc), wl, w2, and find job x E W such that ?x = minjswFj; 
let a be the index of the family to which job x belongs; 
set CA := min{C(x), C,}; 
until Fx 3 Rgc,,) or W contains at least one batch X,,; 
Theorem 3. For every instance of the job sequencing problem 
2C.4 d 3C* + 2(maxqj), 
jEJ 
and this bound is the best possible. 
Proof. Suppose Algorithm A has terminated under the condition: r; > R4,,,, and 
W contains only batches of type Mb. Let rc be the last generated sequence and let 
batches be renumbered such that rc = (nl, . . . , 71,). Assume first that wi # w2. Analysis 
similar to that in the proof of Lemma 6 shows that C(rc) = R,, + P(W) 
+ S(W) + on,,, where &, = qRCu,) - If= uI + Ipn(i) and z(h) is the last job in the 
intrabatch sequence rc,, . By Lemma 5, C* k r; + P(W) + S(W) which, together with 
the previous inequality, yields C(Z) - C* d &,, ,< maxj,Jqj. If w1 = w2, then 
C* k racu,) + Cp= u, Pn(i) combined with (3) yields C(n) - C* < q,+,,, < maxj,, qj. 
Suppose now A has terminated under the condition: W contains at least one batch 
X,. Let rc’ be the last generated sequence and assume batches are renumbered such 
that rc’ = (n;, . . , &). By the assumption, there exists batch Lk of type Xb that belongs 
to the critical interbatch sequence of 7~‘; w; < h < wk. Obviously, each element of 
L$ had to be a job x in some sequence generated before 7t’. Define rc to be the earlier 
generated sequence in which x was the job with the greatest ~j on L6. Let the numbering 
of batches in rc be such that rr = (rci , . . , n,). It suffices to consider only the case where 
w1 # w2 and w; # w;. The case where at least one of these conditions is not satisfied 
has been analyzed in the first part of the proof. Let W, Lb, Rb, wl, w2, Qw2 and W’, Lb, 
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Rb, w’,, w;, Qw; be defined for 7~ and 7c’, respectively. Applying the arguments from 
Lemmas 3 and 6, we obtain 
C(z) = R,vI + P(W) + S(W) + Qw,, (12) 
C(d) d RI.; + P(W’) + 2S(W’) + Q:.;. (13) 
The inequality in expression (13) follows from the fact that in the critical sequence of 
z’, each family is represented by at most two batches. 
Basing on 71, we get the following lower bound. By the definition of Rb, for each 
h there exists job j, E Lb such that Rb d Yj,. Since, by Lemma 7, R,., < Rb for b 2 wl, 
we get R,,., d ?j,, w1 d b d w2. Thus putting I/ = {j_, . . . ,j,.,} in Lemma 5, we get 
C* > R,, + S(W). (14) 
Next lower bound is based on n’. By the definition of sequence 71, there exists job 
XEL~ such that XE W and r,=rnin. JeWI;. Furthermore, job x has the greatest 
efficient release date on Lk which implies r, > RL, and by Lemma 7, r;, > RL 3 R:.;. 
For each b, choose job j, E L6 such that Rb < fj,. Again, by Lemma 7, R,; < Rb < Fj, 
for w; 6 b < wi. Finally, setting I/ = {j%,;, . .. ,j,;} u W in Lemma 5 and using the 
inequalities hown above, we obtain 
C* > RL,; + P(Wn W’) + S(W’). (15) 
Subtracting (14) from (12), and (15) from (13), we get C(n) - C* d P(W) + Qw, and 
C(z’) - C* d P( W’) - P( W n W’) + S( W’) + Q:;, respectively. Adding the last in- 
equalities, we obtain 
2C* - 2C* G p(W’) + p(W) - P(W n W’) + S(W’) + QI1> + Qw; < C* + 2(m,taqj). 
We now show that the bound obtained is tight. To this end consider the problem 
instance with data given in Table 3. In the first iteration, CEJR generates equence 
n = ((1, l), (1,2), (2, l), (2,2), (3, l), (3,2), (4, l), (4,2)), 
with C(n) = 5.4 + 7. The critical sequence is determined by rc(ul) = (1,2) and 
7r(u2) = (4, l), and the critical interbatch sequence, by 4(w1) = 1 and $(w2) = 4. We 
have x = (3,l) with ffj, i) = 0. Job x is deleted from batch M3 = {(3,1),(3,2)}, and 
batch X3 = ((3,l)) is created. Since ft3,i) = 0 < A - 2 = R,,,,,, second iteration is 
performed. In the second iteration, CEJR generates equence 
7.c’ = ((3,1),(2,1),(2,2), (3,2), (4, l), (4,2)), (1, l), (1,2)) 
that yields C(z’) = 5A + 6. Since the critical interbatch sequence of 7~’ corresponding 
to the critical sequence (z’(u;) = (3, l), . . . , n’(u;) = (4,l)) contains XJ, algorithm 
stops. Thus CA = 5A + 6. On the other hand, for sequence 
rc” = ((4,1),(2,I),(l,I),(I,2),(3,1),(3,2),(2,2),(4,2))> 
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Table 3 
The example used in the proof of Theorem 3: 
the pair of indices (b,j) denotes the jth job of 
family b; 4 > 2 
i b=l b=2 b=3 b=4 
ybl I 0 0 0 0 
2 A 2A 24 2A+6 
ph, 1 1 4 1 : 
2 1 I 1 I 
qbj I 0 2 0 2A 
2 0 0 0 0 
St8 1 I A 1 
we get C(n”) = 2A + 12. This implies CA/C* 2 C,/C(n’) = (5A + 6)/(2A + 12) 
which can be arbitrarily close to 512 as A tends to infinity. Since 
(maxjeJqj)/C* 2 (2A -t 6)/(2A + 12) + 1 for A + 00, we conclude that the bound of 
Theorem 3 is tight. IJ 
In Algorithm A, each job can be moved from its Mh batch to Xh at most once. 
Therefore A performs at most IZ iterations, each requiring O(n logrz) time. Conse- 
quently, the computational complexity of A is 0(n2 logn). 
After a slight modification, Algorithm A may be applied to the inverse problem. 
In the inverse problem: release dates and delivery times are given by r(i = qj, 
43=rj,PJ=Pj,J ‘E J, d is substituted for z, where rc’(i) = rr(n - i f l), 1 < i d n + 1, 
the direction of a precedence relation, if given, is also reversed, a setup time is 
incurred after processing a family (a batch), and the objective function is as 
follows: 
where 
- for 1 ,<i,<n,g;,, = 0, if z’(i) and rr’(i + 1) belong to the same family; g:,,i = s,, if 
n’(i) E I,, z’(i + i) E Ib and a # b. 
_ n’(n + 1) G 0 is the index of fictitious job with r. = p. = q0 = 0, belonging to 
fictitious family IO with so = 0. 
It is clear that C(z) = C’(lc’) for every n E l7. As opposed to the inverse problem, the 
original one will be called theforward problem. Composite jobs in the inverse problem 
are given by RL = Qb, Qb = Rb, TA = Tb. The critical sequence and critical interfamily 
sequence, the interference job and interference family of rr’ are defined in the same 
manner as in the forward problem. 
Since in the inverse problem, setup time is incurred after processing a family 
(batch), in order to handle this problem by CEJR, one should invert the order of 
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commands: . . . t := t + s,; EJR(Z,,t,a); . . . . For the same reason, rj)s have to be 
substituted for ?is in Algorithm A. 
All the results obtained till now can be extended to the inverse problems of 
family and job sequencing. In particular, the lower bound of Lemma 5 takes now the 
form of 
C* 2 C” 2 5;” + P(V) + S(V) + F: [max(q> - S({j)),O}]. 
for I/ c J, and the worst-case performance bound of Algorithm A is as follows: 
X.4 d 3C* + 2(maxfj). 
jeJ 
Algorithm A splits each family into at most two batches, and the splitting depends 
on either release dates or delivery times. In what follows we suggest o divide each 
family into at most four batches on the basis of both release dates and delivery times. 
Algorithm B 
Phase 1. {* Splitting families on the basis of ris*} Apply A to the forward problem 
with family set F. Set V to be the batch set corresponding to the schedule obtained 
by A. 
Phase 2. {* Splitting families on the basis of qj’s *} Apply A to the inverse problem 
with family set I/. 
return the best schedule generated. 
The above method exploits CEJR as the procedure for finding a batch sequence 
subject to a given partition of families into batches. Since the branch and bound 
algorithm GC, in its exact or heuristic form (with limited number of generated nodes), 
appears to be effective solution method for large-sized problems, it is a natural to 
examine the variant of B in which GC is substituted for CEJR. 
Algorithm C: Apply B with CEJR replaced by GC. 
Algorithm B and C were tested computationally on the same set of problem 
instances as the branch and bound procedure GC in the previous section. It was 
assumed in GC that computation was abandoned if the number of generated nodes 
exceeded 50. For every test problem, the relative error was estimated by the relative 
deviation (C, - LB)/LB, c( = B,C, where LB was chosen as the maximum lower 
bound given in Lemma 5 on a set of suitably defined sets V. The average and 
maximum relative deviations shown in Table 4 evaluate the overall performance of 
B and C for various n. Table 5 shows the influence of rmax, qmax and smax on the 
performance of B and C for n = 200 and for the same groups of problem instances as 
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Table 4 
Results of the computational experiment for algorithms B and C” 
n Average time (s) Average relat. Maximum relat. 
deviation (%) deviation (%) 
B C B c B C 
20 0.08 0.25 2.9 1.8 49.9 32.3 
100 2.85 18.11 3.5 2.4 42.5 33.5 
200 12.12 127.32 4.6 3.5 64.1 39.2 
“Computation time in CPU seconds on PC AT 386DX; each row represents 
540 test problems. 
Table 5 
Results of the computational experiment for algorithms B and C. Influence of rmar,qmar,smar; chosen 
examples for n = 200” 
rmax Ymax %lax Number Average time (s) Average relat. Maximum Average 
of families deviation (%) relat. number of 
B deviation (%) batches 
1 . A IL K B C B C B C B C 
2 2 0.5 40 
2 2 1 40 
2 2 2 40 
II 2 0.5 40 
n 2 1 40 
n 2 2 40 
2n n 0.5 40 
2n n 1 40 
2n n 2 40 
2n n 0.5 20 
2n n 1 20 













0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 40 40 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 40 40 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 40 40 
1.5 1.5 3.5 4.1 68 66 
5.5 4.8 8.4 9.1 71 65 
11.4 9.2 14.5 12.6 71 65 
12.1 1.0 42.8 10.3 47 70 
4.2 4.1 21.1 28.9 53 42 
9.5 0.3 34.3 1.5 65 53 
2.3 1.1 21.4 10.4 34 43 
1.4 3.‘3 7.3 19.9 38 29 
0.4 0.3 4.1 2.5 42 32 
“Computation time in CPU seconds on PC AT 386DX; each row represents 10 test problems. 
those distinguished in Table 2. First, it should be observed that the lower bound given 
by Lemma 5 may be weak, even for refined choice of sets I/, especially in the groups of 
test problems where both rj and qj range from 1 to npmax or 2npmax. Therefore the 
cases where average and maximum deviations are large do not indicate necessarily the 
poor behavior of B or C. The comparison of these two heuristics reveals superiority of 
C to B. However, the differences between the average performances i not so meaning- 
ful as it was expected; obviously, C is computationally more expensive than B. 
Significant improvement may be observed when we compare the worst-case behavior 
of both algorithms. Based on our computational experience, it seems that both 
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heuristics B and C are efficient, and hence, they are practical methods to generate 
near-optimal schedules for the job sequencing problem. 
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